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Data exchange is the problem of translating information structured under a source
schema into a target schema, given a source data set and a set of declarative mappings
between the source and target schemata. The study of data exchange has recently received
significant attention from both database theory and systems communities and we refer the
reader to PODS and SIGMOD keynotes [2, 10] for overviews. Moreover, major database
systems have adapted existing data exchange implementations [4, 13].
In data exchange, a set of schema mapping M is defined as a set of source-to-target
tuple generating dependences [1]. In general such mappings only partially specify how to
populate attributes of the target schema with data from the source instance S. Thus, a data
exchange solution is in general an incomplete target data instance V that contains labeled
nulls. Such V represents a set of possible complete target data instances denoted Rep(V ).
Several Rep functions were considered in the context of data exchange [5–7, 12], and
they correspond to different data exchange semantics. Fagin et al [5, 6] proposed an
open world (OWA) semantics based on the classical Rep of [8], which we denote RepO ,
Hernich et al [7] proposed a closed world (CWA) semantics, which was further extended
by Libkin et al [12] to a semantics of mixed open-and-closed (OCWA) worlds and
they both are based on a different notion of Rep, called RepA defined for annotated
incomplete instances.
The canonical solution that is obtained by chasing [1] the source instance with mappings is considered in all semantics as a good data exchange solution for materialisation.
However, the canonical solution may not be optimal for storing: it may contain redundant
information and in general there might be another ‘smaller’ solution V that represents the
same target instances. Thus, from the practical point of view, a minimal such V according
to some order would be the best for materialisation. As the consequence, deciding
whether two incomplete instances V1 and V2 represent the same set of complete ones is
a fundamental problem underlying data exchange. For OWA semantics this decision
problem can be characterised in terms of homomorphisms [5]: RepO (V1 ) = RepO (V2 )
iff V1 and V2 are homomorphically equivalent. Moreover, the minimality problem has a
unique solution, called the core [6]. The situation changes when we turn our attention
to OCWA semantics: RepA (V1 ) = RepA (V2 ) now cannot be characterised in terms
of homomorphisms as before. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, the problem of
characterisation and minimality has not been studied in the context of OCWA.
The goal of this work is to address both the characterisation and minimality problem
in the setting of OCWA semantics. As a first step we study the case of a restricted but
natural class of OCWA mappings where all nulls are open while occurrences of constants
can be either open or closed.
Our contributions are as follows. We propose an alternate definition of Rep, which
we call RepC , that is based on homomorphic covers, and a new data exchange semantics

based on RepC . A homomorphic cover from an instance V 0 to V 00 is a finite set of
homomorphisms from V 0 to V 00 such that the union of their images is all of V 00 . This
allows us to characterise when RepC (V1 ) = RepC (V2 ) in terms of homomorphisms and
thus opens doors for the study of minimality. In particular, we show that RepC (V1 ) =
RepC (V2 ) iff V1 and V2 are cover-equivalent (they homomorphically cover each other).
We then show that our definitions naturally extend the OCWA semantics [12], in the
sense that each their data exchange solution can be translated into our that represents the
same set of complete instances, but not the other way around. Finally for the problem of
minimisation we introduce several natural orders on incomplete instances, show that for
all of them there is in general no unique minimal element. At the same time we identify
one, which we called cover-core, or c-core that has desirable semantic properties.
The notion of homomorphic cover has been used elsewhere (e.g. [3, 9, 11]). In our
opinion several more data management scenarios can benefit from it. For instance, two
conjunctive queries whose relational structures cover each other retrieve the same tuples
from every relation of any database instance, a fact of potential relevance in e.g. data
privacy settings. For another example, treating one conjunctive query as a view, it can be
used to completely rewrite another if there exists a cover from the view. Thus in this
setting, cover-equivalence corresponds to mutual complete rewritability.
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